
 

To Whom it may concern,                            2/25/15 

I am the Founder and re red CEO of the  Dark Sky  The IDA was 
created to protect the night  environment against   Tonight’s ba  is 

erent in that  has converted to LED, and we are   temperature, 
 men outputs, and poor  designed outdoor     

This r is intended to be a review of the VUE Series LED  by NLS   From a dark 
sky and  trespass standpoint, the “VUE” is an e e ent choice for most any outdoor 

 To begin with , the “VUE” is one of the  if not the  LED  I have seen 
which has the  source recessed two to three inches above the bo om  of the housin  

 NLS has designed   choices to  the  of  any 
  The “VUE” hides its  source and   where it is required without 

waste  The “VUE” is an e e ent choice  considering that many tures are 
ev ed by   regar ess of whether or not they are targeted correct y    most 
other companies I have observed either use ensed  ed at or just  the bo om 

 of the  and so are  to shie  from g distances from any vantage point 
 the bo om  of the ture    

The President of NLS   Hein, has been a devoted advocate to dark sky and   
 e  Mr  Hein was  in the  of outdoor  with  

enses that outperformed   minaires that were being used throughout the 
 I am happy to see that Mr  Hein has designed a new patent pending  system 

once again (The “Star Power  System”) that has high  e ciency performance 
 hiding the  source deep within the  housin   

If you have any  whatsoever regarding this r  do not hesitate to write or to 
ca  myse   
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